When buying durable goods, consumers must forecast how much utility they will derive from future consumption, including consumption in different states of the world. This can be complicated for consumers because making intertemporal evaluations may expose them to a variety of psychological biases such as present bias, projection bias, and salience effects. We investigate whether consumers are affected by such intertemporal biases when they purchase automobiles. Using data for more than 40 million vehicle transactions, we explore the impact of weather on purchasing decisions. We find that the choice to purchase a convertible or a four-wheel-drive is highly dependent on the weather at the time of purchase in a way that is inconsistent with classical utility theory. We consider a range of rational explanations for the empirical effects we find, but none can explain fully the effects we estimate. We then discuss and explore projection bias and salience as two primary psychological mechanisms that are consistent with our results. JEL Codes: D03; D12.
I. Introduction
People make many decisions that require them to evaluate not only current benefits and costs but also future utility. For example, choosing a job, deciding where to live, planning a vacation, deciding whether to have a baby, and purchasing a durable good are all important life decisions that require an individual to think about utility that will accrue in the future. The standard economic model assumes that individuals are able to accurately estimate future benefits and costs and thereby make decisions that maximize intertemporal utility. Evidence from psychology, however, suggests that individuals may make systematic errors when making intertemporal decisions. Cautions against such systematic errors are contained in the familiar advice to never shop on an empty stomach, to sleep on it before making an important decision, and to decide what you are going to buy before walking into the store. Recent psychological models such as presentbiased preferences (Laibson 1997; O'Donoghue and Rabin 1999) , projection bias , salience (Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer 2013) , and others provide underlying mechanisms for why consumers make decisions that are too heavily influenced by their mental and/or emotional state at the time of the decision.
In this article, we test whether consumers are overly influenced by conditions at the time of purchase in one particular high-stakes environment: the car market. Since vehicles are durable goods, consumers must predict at the time of purchase which vehicle will generate the highest intertemporal utility across the future states of the world. We posit that consumers may mistakenly purchase a vehicle that has a high perceived utility at the time of purchase, but whose realized utility is systematically lower. Specifically, we test the extent to which weather variation at the time of purchase can cause consumers to overweigh the value they place on certain vehicle characteristics. We predict that consumers will overvalue warm-weather vehicle types (e.g., convertibles) when the weather is warm and sunny at the time of purchase and overvalue cold-weather vehicle types (e.g., four-wheel-drive vehicles) when the weather is cold and snowy at the time of purchase. We choose to focus our attention on a large and long-lived durable good for two reasons. First, the weather on the day of purchase will have very little effect on the total intertemporal utility consumers obtain from owning a vehicle. This means that a fully rational, utility-maximizing consumer should respond very little to the current weather when buying a car (although he or she might very reasonably put great weight on the current weather when buying an ice cream cone or a cup of hot cocoa). Second, consumers-knowing that vehicles are very expensive and that they will likely keep the vehicle for several years-attempt to make the correct longterm decision. Thus, finding bias in this setting is particularly compelling evidence of the importance of psychological biases on individual decision making.
We explore this hypothesis using transaction-level data for more than 40 million new and used vehicles from dealerships around the United States. We find that the sales of convertibles and four-wheel-drives are highly influenced by idiosyncratic variation in temperature, cloud cover, and snowfall. We show that for convertibles, weather that is warmer and skies that are clearer than seasonal averages lead to a higher fraction of cars being sold that are convertibles. Controlling for seasonal sales patterns, our estimates suggest that a location that experiences a temperature that is 10 F degrees higher than normal will experience a 2.7% increase in the fraction of cars sold that are convertibles. We find large and significant effects both in the spring and in the fall (e.g., an atypically warm day in November increases the fraction of vehicles sold that are convertibles). Importantly, we also show that atypically warm weather does not impact the fraction of cars sold that are convertibles when the temperature is already high (above 75 F or 80 F). Purchases of four-wheel-drive vehicles are also very responsive to idiosyncratic weather variationparticularly snowfall. Our results suggest that a snow storm of approximately 10 inches will increase the fraction of vehicles sold that have four-wheel-drive by about 6% over the next two to three weeks.
In the article we consider ways these effects could arise from consumers behaving as standard, rational economic agents. The data allow us to rule out that these standard rational-agent models can fully explain our findings. For example, a distributed lag model indicates that the increase in convertible and fourwheel-drive sales due to idiosyncratic weather variation cannot be explained by short-run substitutions in vehicle purchases across days (a ''harvesting effect''). We also present evidence that learning about a vehicle during a test-drive (which for a convertible may be easier to do on a warm day) is unlikely to explain the results we find. In particular, cloud cover (which does not limit the ability to test-drive a vehicle as temperature might) has a large impact on sales. Furthermore, individuals who previously owned a convertible and thus have less to learn about their value for convertible attributes are also affected by idiosyncratic weather conditions.
We next consider psychological mechanisms that might explain our empirical findings. We show that our results are consistent with both projection bias and salience, psychological effects that are closely related in this context.
Our findings are significant for several reasons. First, vehicles are one of the highest value purchases that most households make. Identifying and potentially correcting systematic errors in this market can have important welfare implications. Perhaps more important, our results suggest that focusing too much on conditions at the time of decision may be a mistake that is prevalent in other contexts (getting married, buying a house, choosing a job, etc.) that are similarly distinguished by having large stakes, state-dependent utility, and low-frequency decision making.
Our article is related to a growing literature that uses field data to test models from behavioral economics (see DellaVigna 2009 for a review). Our study is most similar to the work of Conlin, O'Donoghue, and Vogelsang (2007) who test for intertemporal bias in catalog order purchases. They convincingly show that decisions to purchase cold-weather items are overinfluenced by the weather at the time of purchase. Specifically, they find that if the temperature at the time of a purchase is 30 F lower, consumers are 0.57 percentage point more likely to return a purchased item (a 3.95% increase relative to the average return rate). They argue that these empirical findings fit the predictions made by a model of projection bias. Our article complements this earlier work.
The article proceeds as follows. In Section II, we describe the vehicle market and weather data. In Section III, we estimate the effect of short-term weather fluctuations on vehicle purchasing. In Section IV, we consider a variety of rational explanations for the weather effects we estimate in Section III, including the empirical evidence in support of each. In Section V, we discuss several psychological explanations for our estimated weather effects, and evaluate the empirical evidence for each. Section VI concludes.
II. Data and Empirical Strategy
The data used in our analysis contain information about automobile transactions from a sample of about 20% of all new car dealerships in the United States from January 1, 2001 to December 31, 2008. The data were collected by a major market QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS research firm, and include every new and used vehicle transaction that occurred at the dealers in the sample. For each transaction, we observe the date and location of the purchase, information about the vehicle purchased, and the price paid for the vehicle. Our locations are defined by Nielsen designated market areas (DMAs), which divide the United States into approximately 200 areas. DMAs are defined to correspond to media markets, which means that DMAs corresponding to major cities will have higher populations than those in more rural regions. Examples of DMAs in our data include Phoenix, Arizona; Tulsa, Oklahoma; Lansing, Michigan; and Billings, Montana.
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We add to these data information about local weather. The weather data were collected by first using wolframalpha.com to find the weather station nearest to the principal city in each DMA. Weather data themselves were obtained for each weather station from Mathematica's WeatherData compilation.
2 Data were collected on temperature, precipitation, precipitation type, and cloud cover. Temperature is measured as the daily high temperature, measured in degrees Fahrenheit. Precipitation is measured as the cumulative liquidized inches in a day. If the only precipitation type reported for the day is rain, we classify the precipitation as rainfall (measured in inches). If the only precipitation type reported during the day is snow, we classify the precipitation as snowfall (measured in liquidized inches). If both rain and snow are reported on a day, we classify the precipitation as slushfall (measured in liquidized inches). Cloud cover is a daily measure of the fraction of the sky covered by clouds.
The data show that vehicle transactions occur year round but are most common during the summer months. Of primary interest in this article is the seasonal trend in convertible and fourwheel-drive purchases. In Figure A1 , Panel A in the online appendix, we illustrate the percentage of total vehicle transactions that are convertibles by month of the year. Overall, convertibles make up between 1.5% and 3% of total vehicles purchased. The data show a strong seasonal pattern in which the percentage 1. A list of all the DMAs covered by our data is available from the authors. 2. If the weather station did not have weather data available for at least 90% of the 4,745 daily observations between 1997 and 2010, data for the second-or thirdclosest weather station was used for that DMA. (There are 21 DMAs that use data from the second-closest station, and 6 that use data from the third-closest station.)
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of vehicles sold that are convertibles is highest in the early spring, peaking in April in seven out of the eight years in the data. Although springtime is the most popular time to buy a convertible, the percentage of vehicles sold that are convertibles is still relatively large in the winter months. The annual winter troughs in this percentage are well over half the magnitude of the corresponding spring peaks. We note that these seasonal differences in convertible purchases are consistent with a standard model of state-dependent preferences: consumers who buy a convertible in the spring will be able to immediately consume several months of warm-weather driving, whereas fall buyers will have to wait a few months to consume their convertible in its ideal weather. This makes the total discounted utility for spring convertible buyers higher than that of fall convertible buyers.
Similarly, Figure A1 , Panel B in the online appendix illustrates the percentage of total vehicle transactions that are four-wheel-drive vehicles by month and year. Four-wheel-drive transactions range between 20% and 35% of total vehicle transactions. Panel B shows a seasonal pattern in which four-wheeldrive vehicles are particularly popular in the early winter months (purchases usually peak in December).
3 As was the case for convertibles, this is not yet strong evidence for intertemporal bias since a standard model of state-dependent preferences would predict that the discounted utility of a four-wheel-drive is highest at the beginning of the winter.
One might expect that the seasonal sales patterns of the two different types of vehicles would differ with geography because of differences in climate. If we divide our DMAs into two groups, those with above-median monthly temperature variation 4 (such as Chicago) and those with below-median monthly temperature variation (such as Miami), we see differences between the groups, but the overall patterns are similar. Perhaps surprisingly, the overall percentage of convertibles purchased in these two types of DMAs is not too different. However, it is clear that the amount of seasonal variation in the percentage of vehicles sold that are convertibles is higher in the variable-temperature DMAs.
For four-wheel-drive vehicles, there is a large level difference in the percentage of such vehicles purchased in the two types of DMAs, and once again the variable temperature areas appear to have a more pronounced seasonal pattern. ( Figure A2 in the online appendix shows these differences.)
Our identification strategy involves testing whether idiosyncratic weather conditions (controlling for time of year to eliminate seasonal purchasing patterns) are correlated with variation in the sales share of convertible and four-wheel-drive vehicles. To do this, we create indicator variables for each transaction denoting whether the vehicle purchased was a convertible or whether it was a four-wheel-drive. Regressing these indicators on measures of the weather in the DMA where the transaction occurred will enable us to test whether atypical weather leads to variation in convertible and four-wheel-drive purchases.
Note that our estimates will identify the effect of weather on the equilibrium sales of vehicles of different types. In other words, we will estimate not only the effect of weather on vehicle demand but also the effect of any actions dealers take in response to their perception of increased demand for certain types of vehicles under particular weather conditions. Of course, if there is a supply effect, that is evidence that dealers believe consumers have systematic behavioral biases, and respond accordingly. Our estimates identify the combined effect of changes in consumers' behavior and dealers' responses to those changes.
5

III. Estimation of Weather Effects on Vehicle Purchasing
In this section, we estimate the effect of local, daily weather on the types of vehicles purchased. We begin by estimating the effect of weather on convertible purchases, and then on fourwheel-drive purchases.
5. In the extreme, the effect could be driven entirely by the supply side if, for example, salespeople enjoy test-driving convertibles on sunny days, and buyers are influenced by the salesperson's extra effort. For the only effect to be a supply-side effect, buyers would have to be immune to the effect of good weather that makes salespeople want to test-drive convertibles on sunny days.
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III.A. Effect of Weather on Convertible Purchases
We estimate the effect of weather on convertible sales using the following specification:
I(Convertible) is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the vehicle sold in transaction i in DMA r on day t was a convertible. Weather is a vector of weather variables for DMA r on day t-temperature, rainfall, snowfall, slushfall, and cloud cover-defined in the previous section. (Summary statistics can be found in Table I .) rT are DMA*week-of-the-year fixed effects and Y are year fixed effects. rT will absorb the average seasonal variation in convertible sales at the week level, separately for each DMA. Y will absorb year-to-year changes in consumer tastes for convertibles.
6
Our main coefficients of interest will be a 1 , the vector of weather coefficients. Each element of a 1 can be interpreted as the effect of a one-unit change in the corresponding weather variable on the probability that a particular transaction is a convertible, or-more suitably for our application-on the fraction of vehicles sold on a given day that are convertibles. Table II reports the results of estimating equation (1). Column (1) indicates that when the temperature is 1 F higher than expected in a given DMA, the DMA experiences on average a 0.007 percentage point increase in the fraction of total vehicles sold that are convertibles. Thus a day with a temperature that is 10 F higher than average for that DMA in that week of the year would be predicted to see 0.07 percentage point more convertibles sold as a percentage of the total number of vehicles sold.
7 This would be a 2.7% increase relative to the weighted base rate of 2.6% of vehicles sold being convertibles. Liquid inches of rain, snow, and slushfall all have negative effects on the fraction of vehicles sold that are convertibles, although these effects are relatively small given the amount of variation in rain, snow, and slushfall that exists in the data. Cloud cover is also very 6. To be able to use very granular fixed effects, we estimate linear probability models rather than probit or logit models.
7. We use a 10 F change in temperature as a benchmark to help understand the size of the effects that we find. How does 10 F compare to typical temperature fluctuations? The standard deviation for temperature within a DMA and week of the year is 7.87 F. A 10 F higher or lower temperature than average for a DMA and week of the year occurs on approximately 20% of days. 39,984,509 9,150,047 10,205,673 10,608,527 10,020,262 Notes. Coefficient values and clustered standard errors are presented from OLS regressions of an indicator for whether a car sold was a convertible on weather variables: temperature ( F), rain (inches), snow (liquidized inches), slush (liquidized inches), and cloud cover (fraction of sky covered). Fixed effects are included for each year and for DMA*week-of-the-year (week 1-week 52). The first column uses all the data and the next four columns present results separately for the four quarters of the year. All coefficients and standard errors have been multiplied by 100 for ease of presentation. Thus each coefficient represents the percentage point change in probability of purchasing a covertible. Standard errors are clustered at the DMA*day. * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%.
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important for convertible sales. As the sky goes from completely clear to completely cloudy, convertible sales as a fraction of total vehicles sold decreases by 0.126 percentage point. Thus, a clear sky (relative to completely overcast) increases convertible sales by the same amount as an increase in temperature of 18 F. The next four columns in Table II estimate the effect of temperature and other weather variables on convertible sales by quarter of the year. The effect of temperature is large and statistically significant in quarters 1, 2, and 4, but smaller in quarter 3. During quarter 3 (July, August, September), the baseline temperature is already quite warm in most areas, which may explain why an increase in temperature has less effect on convertible sales than in other quarters. We find it particularly noteworthy that high temperatures continue to have a fairly large effect on convertible sales in quarter 4 (October, November, December) because this is the time of year when the rational discounted utility of buying a convertible should be the lowest. Cloud cover-which is arguably important to the perceived utility of driving a convertible no matter what time of year-has a large and significant effect in all quarters (including quarter 3).
The differences across quarters in the estimated effects of temperature on convertible purchases suggest that the effect might be heterogeneous across the range of temperature. To assess the extent of this heterogeneity, we reestimate equation (1), replacing the linear measure of temperature with indicator variables for the 5 bin into which the daily high temperature falls. We use 15 indicator variables for temperatures in bins from (25-29.9 F) to (95-99.9 F). We group all days with daily highs of 100 F or more into a single indicator, and leave days with high temperatures below 25 F as our left-out group. We report the estimated coefficients of these indicator variables graphically in Figure I . For each bin, we plot the estimate coefficient as a dot, with ''whiskers'' representing the 95% confidence interval around the estimated coefficient. Higher temperatures increase the percentage of transactions that are convertibles fairly steadily from temperatures below 25 F up until some point between 70 F and 80 F. At that point, the effect flattens out, suggesting that beyond 80 F, higher temperatures are no longer associated with increases in the share of vehicles sold that are convertibles. This figure provides the coefficient values and 95% confidence intervals for the effect of daily high temperature on the probability of purchasing a convertible. Each dot plots the coefficient from the regression reported in column (1) of Table II , but with dummy variables for 5 F bins of temperature used in place of the linear temperature term. The omitted temperature category is less than 25 F.
III.B. Effect of Weather on Four-Wheel-Drive Purchases
Although buying a convertible may seem especially attractive on a warm day, it is cold and snowy days that make fourwheel-drive vehicles seem like an especially good idea. Table III presents our estimates of the impact of weather variation on the percentage of vehicles sold that are four-wheel-drives. We obtain these estimates by substituting I(4WheelDrive), an indicator for whether a given transaction was for a four-wheel-drive vehicle, on the left hand side of equation (1) to obtain the following estimation equation:
I(4WheelDrive) equals 1 if transaction i that occurred in DMA r on day t is for a four-wheel-drive vehicle. All other variables are as Notes. Coefficient values and clustered standard errors are presented from OLS regressions of an indicator for whether a car sold was a four-wheel-drive on weather variables: temperature ( F), rain (inches), snow (liquidized inches), slush (liquidized inches), and cloud cover (fraction of sky covered). Fixed effects are included for each year and for DMA*week-of-the-year (week 1-week 52). The first column uses all the data and the next four columns present results separately for the four quarters of the year. All coefficients and standard errors have been multiplied by 100 for ease of presentation. Thus each coefficient represents the percentage point change in probability of purchasing a covertible. Standard errors are clustered at the DMA*day. * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%. defined for equation (1). Our main coefficients of interest will be b 1 , the vector of coefficients that represent the effect of weather on the fraction of vehicles sold in a given DMA on a given day that are four-wheel-drive. The results are reported in Table III .
As we expected, the results we find are roughly the opposite of what we found for convertibles. We find that colder temperature values lead to more four-wheel-drive purchases. For example, on a day with temperatures that are 10 F below the average for that DMA and week of year, the estimated coefficient predicts that the fraction of vehicles sold that are four-wheel-drives would be 0.32 percentage point higher than otherwise. This represents a 0.85% increase relative to the weighted baseline of 33.5% of vehicles sold with four-wheel-drive. We also find a large, positive effect of snow and slush on four-wheel-drive transactions. One inch of liquidized snow (about 10 inches of snow) leads to a 1.81 percentage point increase in the percentage of total vehicles sold with four-wheel-drive. The effects for snowfall are statistically significant in quarters 1 and 4. The effect size in quarter 2 is still reasonably large, but the standard error is much higher than in quarters 1 and 4. The impossibly large effect estimated for quarter 3 and its accompanying large standard error is clearly driven by the lack of snowfall variation that exists in the data during quarter 3. The effect of snowfall is slightly larger in quarter 4 than in quarter 1. However, the significant effect of snowfall in quarter 1 suggests that even a snow storm that occurs toward the end of the winter season can have a powerful impact on fourwheel-drive purchase behavior.
As we did when analyzing convertible purchasing, we want to allow the effect of temperature to be nonlinear in its effect on four-wheel-drive purchasing. We do this by reestimating equation (2), replacing the linear measure of temperature with indicators for the same 5 bins reported in Figure I . We report the estimated coefficients on these indicator bins graphically in Figure II . As in Figure I , the dot represents the estimated coefficient and the whiskers represent the 95% confidence interval. The results in Figure II indicate that changes in temperature have little effect on four-wheel-drive purchasing for temperatures above 50 F. However, for temperatures below that, each 5 F drop in temperature significantly increases the percentage of vehicles purchased that are four-wheel-drives.
Although our estimates show that the fraction of vehicles sold that have four-wheel-drive rises in cold and snowy weather, This figure provides the coefficient values and 95% confidence intervals for the effect of daily high temperature on the probability of purchasing a four-wheel-drive vehicle. Each dot plots the coefficient from the regression reported in column (1) of Table III , but with dummy variables for 5 F bins of temperature used in place of the linear temperature term. The omitted temperature category is less than 25 F.
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this does not necessarily mean that the total number of fourwheel-drive sales rises. One way we could obtain our results is if total vehicle sales fall in cold, snowy weather, but sales of nonfour-wheel-drive vehicles fall by more than the sales of fourwheel-drive vehicles. We investigate whether this is the case by aggregating the data to the day level and regressing the log of the number of convertibles sold and the log of the number of fourwheel-drives sold during that day on our weather measures. The result show that on warm, sunny days the total number of vehicles sold rises, but the number of convertibles sold rises by even more, which is why the percentage increases. Unit sales of fourwheel-drives, however, fall on cold snowy, days, but by proportionally less than purchases of vehicles without four-wheel-drive. Thus, it is worth noting that the four-wheel-drive results are driven in part by a drop in overall volume. After a snow storm, an individual who is going to purchase a four-wheel-drive vehicle appears to be more motivated go to the dealership than are buyers of non-four-wheel-drive vehicles.
III.C. Effect of Weather on Vehicle Prices
We have shown in the previous two subsections that weather affects the equilibrium sales of vehicles of different types. Specifically, we have shown that the percentage of vehicles sold that are convertibles is higher on days with warm and sunny weather, whereas the percentage of vehicles sold that are fourwheel-drives are higher on days with cold, snowy weather. In this section, we investigate the effect of weather on the equilibrium prices of these types of vehicles.
The most intuitive way to explain in supply-and-demand terms our estimated effects of weather on purchasing is that weather causes a change in daily demand for different vehicle types. If this is so, what effect would we expect weather to have on equilibrium prices? The answer depends, of course, on the shape of the supply curve.
8 In a simple supply-and-demand model, if the demand curve shifts out while an (upward-sloping) supply curve stays fixed, one would expect to see both higher prices and higher sales quantities.
There are several ways this simple model is not an ideal fit for the car industry. First, from a dealer's perspective, the supply 8. See Busse (2012) for a discussion of how different supply relationships affect the equilibrium price and quantity that arise from changes in demand.
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of vehicles is not upward-sloping. Dealers can order vehicles from manufacturers at a fixed, per unit invoice price in whatever quantity they wish. This corresponds to horizontal marginal cost curve for the dealer. If the dealer is selling vehicles in a competitive market, the effect of an increase in demand should be increased sales, with essentially no increase in price. 9 Second, a competitive price-taking market is not a very good description of the retail car industry. Individual consumers negotiate a price for a specific vehicle with the dealer. Whether the incremental buyers who enter (or leave) the market in response to a change in weather will obtain higher prices or lower prices than the inframarginal buyers who are in the market at all times depends on the reservation prices and bargaining characteristics of the incremental buyers relative to the inframarginal buyers. One might argue that the incremental buyers must have higher reservation prices than buyers on average, because they are being strongly swayed by temporary weather conditions. Similarly, one might argue that consumers who can buy ''on impulse'' must have high liquidity, and therefore likely higher incomes and higher reservation prices, than inframarginal buyers.
On the other hand, one might argue that if incremental buyers are buying this vehicle because of the weather (but would not be buying it on a day with different weather), the weather must have nudged them just above their point of indifference about buying. In this case, they might well have lower reservation prices than inframarginal buyers. Similarly, if dealers recognize which buyers are the incremental buyers who have come into the dealership because of the temporary weather condition, they may realize that they must offer a good price today or lose the sale forever, since in another few days the weather will change and these buyers will no longer be in the market. 10 Overall, we conclude that it is an empirical question whether prices for convertibles and four-wheel-drives will be 9. Dealers place orders for vehicles months in advance, so over a horizon of several months, a dealer's supply of vehicles is predetermined. However, dealers can sell more or fewer vehicles on any given day, meaning that daily vehicle supply is not fixed. For more on how dealer supply and inventory affects prices, see Zettelmeyer, Scott Morton, and Silva-Risso (2007) .
10. We thank Glenn Ellison for suggesting this point.
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higher on the same days that warm and sunny weather or cold and snowy weather leads to an increased sales share for these types of vehicles. We estimate the effect of weather on the prices of convertibles and four-wheel-drives using the following specification.
Price measures the price paid in transaction i for vehicle j that occurred on day t in DMA r. (To make our measure of price represent a customer's total wealth outlay for the vehicle, we define price as the contract price for the vehicle agreed on by the consumer and the dealer, minus any manufacturer rebate the buyer received, plus any loss [minus any gain] the consumer received in negotiating a price for his or her trade-in.) Weather is a vector containing the temperature, rainfall, snowfall, slushfall, and cloud cover on day t in DMA r. PurchaseTiming is a vector containing indicators for whether transaction i occurred during the weekend, or at the end of the month, times in which salespeople may be willing to sell vehicles at a discount to hit sales volume targets. The specification also includes DMA*week-of-year ( rT ), year ( Y ), and vehicle type ( j ) fixed effects. (A vehicle type is defined by the interaction of make, model, model year, trim level, doors, body type, displacement, cylinders, and transmission.) We estimate equation (3) separately for new convertibles, used convertibles, new four-wheeldrives, and used four-wheel-drives. The specifications that estimate the effect of weather on used vehicle prices also include a linear spline in the vehicle's odometer with knots at 10,000-mile increments, which allows vehicle prices to depreciate over time in a reasonably flexible way. (See Busse, Knittel, and Zettelmeyer 2013 for use of a similar specification to estimate price effects in similar data.) Table IV reports the results of estimating equation (3). Generally speaking, we find that the effect of weather on prices is fairly small, even when it is statistically significant. In column (1), which estimates the effect of weather on new convertible prices, none of the weather variables have statistically significant effects. We do not find any evidence of weather affecting the transaction prices of convertibles. The weather coefficients, reported in column (1) for new convertibles and in column (2) for EFFECT OF WEATHER ON CAR PURCHASES used convertibles are both small and statistically insignificant. For four-wheel-drives, the results are similarly small. In column (3), we estimate that cloud cover leads to a statistically significant increase in the price of new four-wheel-drives, but by only $21.69 for a change from completely clear to completely overcast skies. For used four-wheel-drives, in column (4), we estimate that one inch of rainfall increases the average transaction price by $6.95, and that cloud cover reduces the price by $23.79, the latter result being in the opposite direction of what we would expect. In addition to being statistically insignificant, these effects are very small compared to average transaction prices of $31,845 for new four-wheel-drives and $19,132 for used fourwheel-drives. Notes. Coefficient values and standard errors are presented from OLS regressions of vehicle transaction prices on weather variables: temperature ( F), rain (inches), snow (liquidized inches), slush (liquidized inches), and cloud cover (fraction of sky covered). Each observation is an individual transaction. Fixed effects are included for year and for DMA*week-of-the-year (week 1-week 52), and for detailed vehicle types. Purchase tming indicates whether a vehicle was purchased on a weekend or at the end of the month. The used vehicle specifications (columns (2) and (4)) include a linear spline in odometer values with knots at 10,000-mile increments. * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%.
IV. Rational Explanations for Weather Effects
In this section, we consider several potential explanations for the weather effects we estimate that do not rely on any psychological mechanisms. First, we consider whether our estimated weather effects are the result of short-term intertemporal shifts in demand. For example, it could be that consumers who have decided to buy a convertible may wait for a nice day to actually make the purchase. Second, we consider whether consumers are more likely to purchase a vehicle with a weather-related characteristic such as a convertible roof or four-wheel-drive on a day whose weather enables them to test-drive the vehicle in that weather. Third, we consider whether consumers who test-drive a convertible or a four-wheel-drive on a day with the complementary weather learn thereby about their utility for the vehicle type and that this is what drives the increased fraction of convertible and four-wheel-drive sales on the relevant weather days.
IV.A. Shifts in Purchase Timing
Our results in Section III indicate that the fraction of vehicles sold on a given day that are either convertibles or four-wheeldrives is influenced by daily weather variation. One possible explanation for this empirical finding is that weather fluctuations may appear to be incrementally increasing purchases of certain types of vehicles, but instead just cause short-run intertemporal substitutions in vehicle purchasing behavior. In other words, weather shifts when, but ultimately not what, people buy. An example of this harvesting story is that a consumer may be interested in purchasing a convertible some time in the next month and then actually makes her purchase whenever it happens to be a nice day outside.
11 Our previously noted finding that atypically warm weather in November can affect convertible purchases and a snow storm in February can affect four-wheel-drive purchases casts doubt on harvesting as the sole cause of our results. However, these end-of-season purchases cannot rule out harvesting entirely as a contributing factor to our results.
To assess the extent to which there is short-run intertemporal substitution of purchases with respect to daily weather 11. The fact that more convertibles are bought in spring than winter, and the reverse for four-wheel-drive vehicles, suggests that there may be harvesting in response to the overall seasonal pattern of the weather. However, this does not mean that harvesting happens in response to idiosyncratic weather variation.
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fluctuations, we estimate a distributed lag model. We do so by reestimating equations (1) and (2) with 60 daily lags of each weather variable added to the estimating equation.
Weather r;tÀj is the vector of weather variables (temperature, rainfall, snowfall, slushfall, and cloud cover) j days before the transaction date. a 1;Àj and b 1;Àj are vectors of coefficients that estimate the effect of weather j days ago on day t purchases of convertibles and four-wheel-drives, respectively.
12 By including lagged variables, we are able to test whether having cold or hot days leading up to the day of purchase influences how the current weather affects behavior. For example, in the convertible scenario, negative coefficients on the lagged variables would be interpreted as evidence of harvesting via the following argument. A negative coefficient on, say, the three-day lag of temperature would indicate that if the weather three days ago was hot, sales today are lower by some amount than they otherwise would have been. Additionally, this implies that if the weather today is hot, sales three days from now will be lower by that same amount. We can thus use the lag coefficients to answer the question ''If the weather is hot today, how much lower will sales be in subsequent days?'' The one-day lag gives us an estimate for the effect of hot weather today on sales one day from now, the two-day lag estimates the effect of hot weather today on sales two days from now, and so on. Thus, if we add up all our lag coefficients and find that they equal the negative of the current period coefficient, it suggests that any increased sales that occur due to hot weather today are made up entirely of sales displaced from the following 12. This specification is identical to instead regressing each of the weather variables on the fixed effects, obtaining residual values for each weather variable, and then including these weather residuals and 60 days' worth of lags of weather residuals in the regression.
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60 days. More generally, the sum of the lag coefficients tells us how much of our estimated current period effect is due to intertemporal substitution.
13
Figures III and IV present the results of this dynamic analysis for convertible purchases estimated by equation (4). Figure III plots the estimated coefficient and confidence intervals for the current day's temperature (daily lag = 0) and for 60 daily lags of temperature. Figure IV plots the coefficient and standard errors for the current day's cloud cover and 60 daily lags of cloud cover. The results once again show a large and significant effect of current weather on convertible purchases. The estimated coefficient on the current day's high temperature is 0.005, with a standard error of 0.0006, similar to the coefficient of 0.007 reported in Table II . The coefficients on the lag variables are all small relative to the current temperature coefficient, and all but four of the 60 lag coefficients are statistically insignificant. Most important for the question at hand, more of the coefficients are positive than negative, especially among the most recent two or three weeks of lags. The sum of the 60 lag coefficients is 0.012; if our estimated warm weather effect were intertemporal shifts in sales, the coefficients would be expected instead to sum to the negative of the current day coefficient of 0.005. We can test the null hypothesis that the sum of the first X lags are equal to the negative of the current day coefficient by imposing this as a linear restriction on the estimation. If we do so, we reject this null hypothesis with a p-value < .001 for X equal to 7, 14, 21, 28, 45, or 60 days of lags. If anything, it appears that warm weather over the past several weeks leads to an even higher fraction of vehicles sold today being convertibles. Figure IV shows the estimated coefficients for the current day's cloud cover and 60 daily lags of cloud cover. In this specification, the estimated coefficient on the current day's cloud cover is À0.125 with a standard error of 0.013, almost identical to the À0.126 reported in Table II . The sum of the 60 lag coefficients is 0.199, which means that we cannot conclude that the cloud cover effects on convertible sales are not due to short-term shifts in 13. See Jacob, Lefgren, and Moretti (2007) for a similar analysis that tests for intertemporal substitution of crime using weather shocks and Deschenes and Moretti (2009) who test for intertemporal substitution of mortality using weather shocks. See these papers also for a discussion of summing up coefficient values to test for evidence of intertemporal substitution. This figure provides the coefficient values and 95% confidence intervals for the effect of cloud cover (fraction of the sky) on the probability of purchasing a convertible. Each dot plots the coefficient of a lag cloud cover variable from the same regression as reported in column (1) of Table II , but with the addition of 60 daily lags of each of the weather variables.
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purchase timing. However, most of the positive lag coefficients that contribute to this result are in the longer lags. We can reject that the sum of the first X lag coefficients equal the negative of the current day coefficient for X equal to 7, 14, and 21 days with a p-value < .001 and for 28 days with a p-value of .026. For longer sums of lags, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that our results are due to intertemporal shifts in purchase timing. However, this means that to the extent that our estimated result is the consequence of intertemporal shifts, it is shifts coming mostly from more than a month ago, not shifts coming from the previous several weeks.
Figures V and VI provide a similar analysis for four-wheeldrive purchases. Figure V shows the current day and 60 daily lag coefficients for temperature, and Figure VI shows them for snowfall. The estimated coefficient of current day temperature on the fraction of vehicles sold that are four-wheel-drive is À0.015, with a standard error of 0.0027, which is somewhat smaller than the À0.032 reported in Table III . We can reject at a p-value < .001 that the sum of the lagged coefficients equal the negative of the current day coefficient over the 7-, 14-, 21-, 28-, 45-, or 60-day horizon. The lag coefficients, while not statistically significant, are more suggestive that cold weather in the two or three previous weeks increases four-wheel-drive sales today.
The last set of distributed lag results is shown in Figure VI . The coefficients in this figure indicate that the current day's snowfall has a positive and significant effect on the fraction of vehicles sold today that are four-wheel-drive vehicles, but so does snowfall on almost any of the days of the previous two weeks. These coefficients are not consistent with shifts in purchase timing that would explain our empirical result from Section III. (We can again reject at a p-value < .001 that the sum of the lagged coefficients equal the negative of the current day coefficient over the 7-, 14-, 21-, 28-, 45-, or 60-day horizon.) Instead, the results here suggest that although a snowstorm today has the biggest effect on sales today, it will contribute to an increased fraction of sales of four-wheel-drive vehicles for almost two weeks.
IV.B. Test-drive Timing
One aspect of vehicle purchasing that may lead to a correlation between weather and vehicle purchase timing, particularly This figure provides the coefficient values and 95% confidence intervals for the effect of daily high temperature on the probability of purchasing a four-wheel-drive vehicle. Each dot plots the coefficient of a lag temperature variable from the same regression as reported in column (1) of Table III , but with the addition of 60 daily lags of each of the weather variables.
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for convertibles, is the desire of most customers to test-drive a vehicle before buying. Suppose a customer is considering buying a convertible, and she is able to forecast accurately her long-term utility from owning a convertible. Now suppose that before she buys the convertible, she would like to be able to test out various features of it: how convenient it is to put the top up and down, how much wind or road noise she experiences with the top down, and so on. It is unpleasant to do such a test-drive when the weather is cold, so she waits for a warm day to go to the dealership, testdrive, and ultimately purchase the convertible. Alternatively, suppose that another customer suddenly needs a replacement vehicle, perhaps because his current vehicle has broken down and is no longer worth repairing. Suppose that a convertible is one of the vehicles he would consider purchasing, but on the day he needs the new vehicle it is too cold to test-drive a convertible. Unwilling to buy the convertible without being able to test out the convertible features of the car, he buys a nonconvertible instead. The behavior of both types of customers would lead to a higher percentage of vehicles sold on warm days being convertibles relative to the percentage on cold days for reasons other than errors in forecasting intertemporal utility. The first type of customer would lead to harvesting (customers wait until a warm week to buy a convertible so that they can test-drive the vehicle). In the previous section, we already discussed and ruled out harvesting effects for convertibles with regard to temperature and also with regard to cloud cover within a four-week window. However, the second customer type is not ruled out by our distributed lag model. Several pieces of evidence, however, argue against a test-drive learning story. For example, Figure I indicates that an extra degree of warm weather results in more convertible purchases even when the baseline temperature is in the 60 F-80 F range. This is a range of temperature for which it is clearly possible for someone to test out the convertible features comfortably. Our results thus suggest that it is more than simply testing the features of a car that cause warm weather to result in a higher fraction of convertibles being sold.
We can also get a sense of how important test-drive timing might be for our results by considering the effect of cloud cover. There is no reason that a customer could not test-drive a convertible on a day that is cloudy, as long as it is not cold or rainy. Thus, in our regressions, which control for temperature and rain, we should not see an effect of cloud cover if the reason for the correlation between temperature and convertible purchases is test-drives. However, psychological mechanisms that cause consumers to over-respond to current mental and emotional states should lead to warm, sunny days being those on which people are particularly likely to buy convertibles, rather than warm, cloudy days. Indeed, if we examine the results in Table II , we find that unusually cloudy days have a significant negative effect on the percentage of vehicles sold that are convertibles, consistent with one of several psychological mechanisms. It is particularly noteworthy that cloudy days have a statistically significant negative effect in all four quarters, and the effect of cloudy days is largest in the third quarter, when days are generally warm. This third quarter effect is especially suggestive of the fact that people buy more convertibles on warm, clear days not because it is more possible to test-drive them, but because it seems more attractive to own a convertible on such days.
IV.C. Consumer Learning
Another alternative hypothesis that would explain our findings is that customers need to test-drive a vehicle with weatherrelated features on a day that has the relevant weather (warm and sunny or cold and snowy) to actually learn what their utility will be from owning either a convertible or a four-wheel-drive in such weather conditions. Under this hypothesis, a warm, sunny day does not lead a customer to overestimate the utility she will get from owning a convertible; instead, it enables her to learn for the first time how high her true utility will be from owning a convertible in such weather states. Before considering this as an alternative hypothesis, we note that this type of extreme learning story-in which vehicle buyers cannot quite imagine what it would be like to own this vehicle in another state of the world even when they have experienced that state of the world many times-is in itself an impediment to correctly forecasting intertemporal utility. As such, learning is a rational mechanism that in its extreme form is very closely related to the psychological mechanisms we discuss in the next section.
Despite the similarity between learning as described here and psychological biases, our data allow us to investigate somewhat more direct evidence for learning as an explanation. In our data, we observe what trade-in, if any, customers bring when they buy a vehicle. This means we can observe vehicle transactions by customers whom we know have owned already either a convertible or a four-wheel-drive vehicle. Previous convertible owners are less likely to need to learn about what it is like to drive a convertible during a warm weather state, and similarly for previous four-wheel-drive owners and cold or snowy states, so evidence that idiosyncratic weather affects these consumers is particularly strong evidence against learning as an explanation.
If we look within the subset of transactions that use a convertible as a trade-in, we find that approximately 25% of these consumers purchase another convertible whereas 75% purchase a nonconvertible vehicle. Column (1) of Table V reports the results of our baseline specification if we restrict the sample to consumers who are trading in a convertible. Although the standard errors are much larger due to the sample restriction, we continue to find a positive impact of temperature at the time of purchase on convertible sales. The point estimate is about six times larger than the point estimate in the entire sample-although the larger estimate in percentage point terms is comparable in percentage terms because the convertible purchase rate in this sample (25%) is so much higher. 14 In column (2) of Table V, we estimate the effect of weather on consumers who are trading in a four-wheel-drive vehicle. Overall, 78% of people who trade in a four-wheel-drive vehicle purchase another four-wheel-drive vehicle. In column (2) we continue to find strong and statistically significant effects of all five weather measures on four-wheel-drive purchases for buyers who traded in a four-wheel-drive vehicle. The estimated effects are substantially smaller in percentage terms than in the full sample, in large part because the unconditional probability of buying a four-wheel-drive vehicle is so high in this sample. 15 14. The full sample results indicate that a 10 F increase in temperature increases the percentage of vehicles sold that are convertibles by 0.07 percentage point in the full sample, a 2.7% increase relative to a base percentage of 2.6%. In the ''convertible trade-in'' subsample, the effect is a 0.65 percentage point increase, a 2.6% increase relative to a base percentage of 25%.
15. The full sample results indicate that a 10 F decrease in temperature increases the percentage of vehicles sold that are four-wheel-drive by 0.32 percentage point in the full sample, a 0.85% increase relative to a base percentage of 33.5%. In the ''four-wheel-drive trade-in'' subsample, the effect is a 0.43 percentage point increase, a 0.55% increase relative to a base percentage of 78%. The full sample results indicate that one liquidized inch of snowfall increases the percentage of vehicles sold that are four-wheel-drives by 0.81 percentage points in the full sample, a 2.4% increase relative to a base percentage of 33.5%. In the ''four-The fact that we find effects of idiosyncratic weather variation in precisely the subsample of buyers who would seem to have the least to learn about their utility from owning either a convertible or a four-wheel-drive vehicle casts doubt on the learning story being a key explanation of the effects that we find. Notes. Coefficient values and standard errors are presented from OLS regressions of an indicator for whether a car was a convertible (column (1)) or a four-wheel-drive (column (2)) on weather variables: temperature ( F), rain (inches), snow (liquidized inches), slush (liquidized inches), and cloud cover (fraction of sky covered). Fixed effects are included for year and for DMA*week-of-the-year (week 1-week 52). The sample is restricted to people who were purchasing a vehicle while trading in a convertible (column (1)) or a four-wheel-drive (column (2)). Standard errors are clustered at the DMA*day. * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%.
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wheel-drive trade-in'' subsample, the effect is a 1.07 percentage point increase, a 1.4% increase relative to a base percentage of 78%.
16. These results also speak to a separate selection concern that one might have. Perhaps the primary reason the fraction of vehicles sold that are convertibles is higher on sunny days is that consumers who like convertibles (and already own one) are more likely to be out shopping on a warm, sunny day. The ''trade-in sample'' analysis restricts the sample to a set of people who all own the same type of vehicle
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V. Psychological Mechanisms
In the previous two sections, we provided evidence that vehicle consumers are highly sensitive to the weather on the day of purchase, effects that cannot be justified by a standard model of consumer choice and cannot be explained by a variety of other rational mechanisms, such as purchase timing or learning. In this section we explore psychological theories that predict being overly sensitive to the state of the world at the time of purchase. We focus on projection bias and salience as the two most likely candidates and separately discuss the evidence against and in favor of each of these mechanisms.
17
V.A. Projection Bias
Projection bias has received significant attention in the economics and psychology literature. This bias, which is based on earlier psychological work, was formalized by Loewenstein, O'Donoghue, and Rabin (2003) . In their model, Loewenstein, O'Donoghue, and Rabin assume that a person has state-dependent utility such that her instantaneous utility of consumption, c, in state s can be represented as uðc; sÞ. They then consider an individual who is currently in state s 0 and attempting to predict her future instantaneous utility of consumption, c, in state s; the utility prediction is denotedũ c; s js 0 ð
Þ. An accurate prediction would be represented byũ c; sjs 0 ð Þ¼uðc; sÞ. Loewenstein, O'Donoghue, and Rabin argue that projection bias causes agents' predictions about future utility to be unduly influenced by the state they are in at the time of the prediction. Specifically, an individual exhibits projection bias if u c; sjs
where is a number between 0 and 1. If ¼ 0, then the individual accurately predicts her future preferences, whereas if > 0, an and thus helps ease this particular concern (in conjunction with some of the other evidence that we present, such as the results from the distributed lag model).
17. Two additional psychological theories that are worth mentioning are present-biased preferences and mood effects. In an earlier version of this article, we provided a calibration that indicated that the level of impatience required to explain our effects are outside the range of parameter values typically found using a model of present-biased preferences. We also find no evidence that individuals simply purchase more expensive vehicles or sporty vehicles (e.g., coupe body style) on warm days, which are plausible predictions of a mood effect story.
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individual perceives her future utility to reflect a convex combination of her true future utility and the utility that consumption c would provide in her current state s 0 . This simple model of projection bias can be extended easily to an intertemporal choice framework. Consider, for example, the utility that a person receives from purchasing a convertible at time tðconv t Þ and owning it until period T. Her true utility can be represented by
where 0 1 is her standard discount factor. Once again, following Loewenstein, O'Donoghue, and Rabin (2003), a person with projection bias perceives her intertemporal utility to bẽ
whereũ represents the perceived instantaneous utility described by Equation (6).
This framework illustrates how an individual's perceived intertemporal utility of purchasing a convertible at time t,Ũ t , can be overly influenced by s t : Specifically, this framework would predict that when s t is a very good state of the world for consuming a convertible (warm, sunny weather), an individual has a higher perceived utility of owning the convertible than when s t is a bad state of the world for consuming a convertible (cold, cloudy weather). One question that arises from this model is whether individuals correctly anticipate the path of states (s t ; . . . s T ). It is possible that individuals are more likely to predict a greater number of warm-weather states in the future when the current weather is warm relative to when the current weather is cold. 18 Loewenstein, O'Donoghue, and Rabin (2003) assume that individuals correctly anticipate the path of states, but err when predicting the utility that those states combined with a given consumption will generate. In practice, these two errors (projection bias of utility and projection bias of states) lead to similar 18. Some psychological evidence suggests that being in a hot or cold state may make associated states of the world seem more likely in the future (see for example, Risen and Critcher 2011; Li, Johnson, and Zaval 2011) .
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incorrect predictions of future utility. Thus, it is difficult to separate these different types of projection bias and our analysis does not attempt to do so. However, the prevalence of weather information that is available to people during the time of our study, including their own experience of local weather patterns, argues against projection bias of states as the underlying mechanism. It is much harder to find information about future utility than it is to find information about the likelihood of future weather states.
Unlike a model of present-biased preferences, which would require that the entire weather-related effect that we estimated be driven by consumers overweighing the value they place on consumption in the first day or two of owning the vehicle, projection bias suggests that consumers mispredict the value they will receive from owning the convertible in every future state of the world when the weather is different from the weather at the time of purchase. Because the bias affects almost all periods rather than just one period, this model can more easily predict effects of the size that we estimate here than can a model of presentbiased preferences. While we cannot conclusively determine that projection bias is the sole contributing factor in the results that we find, our results are consistent with this psychological model of behavior. Conlin, O'Donoghue, and Vogelsang (2007) propose that one can test directly for projection bias by finding evidence of consumers deciding ex post that a decision was a mistake. Specifically, projection bias suggests that people who make a choice in one state of the world may realize the mistake when the state of the world changes. Conlin, O'Donoghue, and Vogelsang (2007) test for such mistakes by analyzing whether cold-weather clothing (boots, gloves, etc.) purchased by mail order was more likely to be returned if the purchase was made during very cold weather. In the vehicle market, projection bias mistakes might be identified by seeing vehicles that were purchased on atypical weather days reappear in the market (either as trade-ins or as subsequent used car sales) more quickly than vehicles that were purchased on days when the weather was seasonally typical. The quick return of a vehicle to the market could indicate that the owner was not happy with the purchase he or she made.
Unfortunately, there are at least two reasons that testing for early returns in the vehicle market is much harder than doing so for catalog orders. The first reason is simply a data limitation.
Although our data are extensive and represent a 20% sample of all new car dealerships in the United States, we can only identify ''returned'' vehicles that happen to be traded in or sold as a used vehicle at one of the dealerships we observe. Said another way, for any vehicle whose sale we observe at some point, we have roughly a 20% chance of seeing that vehicle's subsequent return or resale if that transaction happens at a dealership, and no chance of seeing it if that transaction happens person to person. Second, and perhaps more important, car dealerships do not offer the kind of ''no-hassle return'' policies that are common for catalog retailers. A mistake that is made when buying winter gloves can be easily fixed with a few minutes and a little postage. However, an individual who realizes that he or she has made a mistake after buying a convertible cannot return it so easily. To switch a convertible for a hardtop will require the individual to sell the convertible (likely at a loss if the vehicle is new because of the rapid initial depreciation of new vehicles) and buy the hardtop (and again undergo the initial depreciation if the replacement vehicle is new). Thus, even if mistakes are being made, the mistakes may not be large enough to merit fixing.
Despite these two concerns, we test for the impact of weather at the time of purchase on how quickly the vehicle reappears in the market. Of the roughly 40 million vehicles that are transacted in our data set, 2.37% of them reappear within one year as a trade-in or subsequent sale, 5.03% within two years, and 7.16% within three years. 19 On average in the United States, owners keep their vehicles for just over five years (Polk 2010) .
Our empirical strategy is to estimate whether convertibles that were purchased when the weather was atypically warm and four-wheel-drive vehicles that were purchased when the weather was atypically cold are more likely to reappear in our data within a short time frame than vehicles purchased under more typical weather conditions. The columns of Table VI report results for regressions in which the outcome variable is an indicator that equals 1 for a given transaction if we observe the transacted vehicle reappear in our data as a trade-in or in another sales transaction within, respectively, one, two, or three years. We control for DMA*week fixed effects to eliminate seasonal and geographic differences in how quickly vehicles are returned. Table VI shows 19. Unique identification numbers corresponding to individual vehicle identification numbers are used to track vehicles over time. Notes. Coefficient values and standard errors are presented from OLS regressions of a dummy variable for whether the transacted vehicle reappears in our data set (as a trade-in car or as a usedcar sale) within one, two, or three years from the date of purchase on a dummy variable for whether the transacted vehicle was a convertible or a four-wheel-drive and an interaction between these dummies and weather variables at the time of purchase: temperature ( F), rain (inches), snow (liquidized inches), slush (liquidized inches), and cloud cover (fraction of sky covered). Each observation is at the individual vehicle level and DMA*week fixed effects are included. The data set is also restricted so as to eliminate all truncation (the data eliminate the last 1-3 years of car sales in the sample, respectively). All coefficients and standard errors have been multiplied by 100 for ease of presentation. * significant at 5%; ** significant at 1%. that convertibles are overall 1.272 percentage points more likely to be returned within a year than other types of vehicles; fourwheel-drive vehicles are also more likely to be returned (by 0.285 percentage point) than other types of vehicles. The positive signs of the coefficients estimated for the interaction of convertible and temperature variables are consistent with projection bias: convertibles are more likely to be returned quickly when they were purchased on days with atypically warm weather. However, this result is statistically significant only in column (2). The point estimates suggest that when the weather is 10 F warmer than average for that DMA and week of the year, convertibles are 0.17 percentage point more likely to be returned within two years than hardtops (a 2.3% change relative to the baseline convertible return rate of 7.332%). The temperature interaction with fourwheel-drive vehicles is more consistently statistically significant, and indicates that a four-wheel-drive vehicle is more likely to be returned within one, two, or three years if it is purchased on an atypically cold day. Overall, our results for the effect of weather on returning vehicles, though clearly suggestive, is less strong than our evidence for the effect on purchasing vehicles. An important constraint we face is that the number of vehicles we see sold and then see reappear within our data is simply not that high. As a consequence, we have limited ability to identify differences in the rates at which vehicles are returned under different circumstances.
V.B. Salience
The second psychological mechanism that we consider in detail is salience. In a consumer context, salience refers to the idea that a customer's attention may be systematically directed toward certain features of a product and that those features will receive disproportionate weight in purchase decisions. The idea of salience is not new in the psychology literature, but it has been formalized and received renewed attention in the past few years (see, for example, Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer 2012, 2013; Koszegi and Szeidl 2013). 20 20. There have also been many recent empirical papers that find evidence of salience/attention. See, for example, Gabaix and Laibson (2006) , Chetty, Looney, and Kroft (2009 ), Finkelstein (2009 ), Brown, Hossain, and Morgan (2010 , Malmendier and Lee (2011), Lacetera, Pope, and Sydnor (2012) , and Hastings and Shapiro (2013) .
To understand how salience could predict the effects that we find, we consider the formalization of salience provided by Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer (2013) . Their model predicts that consumers will place greater weight on product attributes that are salient at the time of purchase. The salience of an attribute is determined by how that attribute compares to the attributes of the products in a consumer's ''choice context.'' The choice context includes the products among which a consumer can currently choose, the ''choice set. '' 21 In a dynamic setting, the choice context may also include products that the consumer expects to be available, even if those choices aren't currently available. For example, if prices have recently increased or decreased, products at their past prices could be part of the choice context. A consumer is assumed to have a reference good whose attributes equal the average of the attributes in the choice context. A particular attribute of a good is salient (and will therefore be weighed more heavily) when it differs by more from the reference good than other attributes do. For example, the price of a good will be more salient than the quality of a good if the price is more different from the price of the reference good than the quality is different from the quality of the reference good. Hastings and Shapiro (2013) contain an application of this model. They consider whether salience can explain consumers' choices between gasoline grades that differ both in quality (octane rating) and price. They suppose that past prices inform consumers' price expectations and therefore are part of consumers' choice contexts when considering gasoline choices. 22 Thus, if gasoline prices increase suddenly, the current prices of gasoline will differ substantially from the reference price for gasoline defined by the choice context, which includes the former, lower gasoline prices. This will increase the salience of prices, increasing the utility weight that consumers place on the price attribute relative to the quality attribute of gasoline, and thereby decreasing the premium they are willing to pay for higher octane gas relative to what they were willing to pay when the overall price levels were lower.
21. The choice context could include only a subset of choices actually available if a consumer restricts attention to a ''consideration set'' instead of the full choice set.
22. Hastings and Shapiro use the phrase ''evoked set'' to refer to a choice context, referring to the set of products that are evoked in a consumer's mind while she is considering a particular purchase decision.
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In Hastings and Shapiro (2013) , as in many of the examples described in Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer (2013) , the value of the attribute itself varies across contexts and causes the attribute's salience to vary (for example, gasoline prices at different points in time, wine prices at stores versus restaurants, etc.). In our context, a convertible roof does not become ''more convertible'' in some contexts than others. Instead, there is another variable, weather, which varies over time and which can make the roof style of the car become more or less salient at different points in time.
For example, consider a situation in which a consumer is choosing between one of two cars: a high-priced convertible or a low-priced sedan. In a given purchase situation, a consumer may find the price to be the salient feature of the vehicle or may find the roof style to be salient. On a day with especially beautiful weather, having a convertible will seem particularly attractive compared to how it would seem on days with less nice weather. In this sense, the value of the convertible attribute today will be unusual compared to the value of the convertible attribute on ''average'' days, making it the salient feature, and making consumers value it more relative to price than on days with less good weather.
23
V.C. Distinguishing between salience and projection bias As a coarse generalization, both salience and projection bias would predict that there should be more convertibles sold on 23. How product attributes are defined is an important part of specifying this model. If one defines the product attribute as ''roof style'' then both a warm, sunny day (which will make a convertible seem especially delightful to drive) and a cold, wet, blustery day (which will make a convertible seem drafty and unpleasant to drive) should make the roof style more salient, because both weather types will lead to a value of the roof type that is very different from the reference value. If the convertible style of the roof is the generally preferred style, then when weather makes it more salient, consumers should put more weight on roof style and be more willing to buy a convertible whether the increased salience arose from unusually good weather or unusually bad weather. This is inconsistent with our results, and probably inconsistent with most people's intuition. To have salience explain both increased sales of convertibles in good weather and decreased sales of convertibles in bad weather, we could define two product attributes that are associated with roof style: ''enjoyableness'' (an attribute experienced in good weather) and ''draftiness'' (an attribute experienced in bad weather). Good weather would make the enjoyableness attribute more salient (without affecting the salience of draftiness), leading to increased sales of convertibles on good weather days. Bad weather, however, would make the draftiness attribute more salient (without affecting the attribute of enjoyableness), and would lead to decreased sales on bad weather days. sunny days and more four-wheel-drives sold on snowy days. Therefore, one might well ask if there is any way to distinguish whether salience or projection bias is a more likely explanation for the effects we have found. One difference between the mechanisms is that projection bias predicts that people will buy more convertibles when the weather is nice in an absolute sense, and salience predicts that people will buy more convertibles when the weather is unusually nice relative to some benchmark (since it is in comparison to the average that makes an attribute salient). Said another way, projection bias predicts something about the effect of weather ''levels'' and salience predicts something about the effect of weather ''differences'' or ''surprises.'' Whether this distinction enables us to tease apart these two potential mechanisms depends on what kinds of weather ''surprises'' one thinks are relevant for salience. One definition of a weather surprise would be weather that differs from the average weather at that time of year. In other words, consumers are surprised when the weather is different from the expectation they have formed based on their experience of weather in past years. Another definition of a weather surprise would be weather that differs from what the weather has been recently, in the last few days or weeks, for example. In this case, consumers would be surprised when the weather changes from what it has been recently. In terms of the formal model of Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer, the distinction is whether the reference good is ''driving a convertible in weather that is typical for this time of year'' or whether the reference good is ''driving a convertible in the weather experienced over the last few days or weeks.' ' We cannot distinguish between projection bias and salience under the ''surprise relative to expectations'' interpretation. The reason for this has been described already. Summarizing briefly, weather follows a seasonal trend, which means that there is a very plausible discounted utility explanation for a correlation between weather and car sales. Therefore, we would not want to attribute a correlation in the seasonal pattern of weather and car sales to an intertemporal bias. The only empirical effect that we could attribute to a psychological bias (either projection bias or salience) is an effect of atypical weather on car sales (since a temporary weather fluctuation shouldn't affect the discounted utility of owning a long-lived durable good). Unfortunately, the correlation of atypical weather with car sales would be predicted by both mechanisms, and therefore doesn't enable us to distinguish between the two.
In contrast, under the ''weather surprise relative to recent'' interpretation of when particular attributes of a car should be salient, we may be able to distinguish between the two mechanisms. In the language of Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer, suppose that the ''choice set'' part of a consumer's choice context includes both convertibles and nonconvertibles on the day of purchase (with its associated weather) and the ''expectations'' part of the choice context includes the same vehicles in the days leading up to the actual purchase (which might have had different weather states). If this is the case, then the roof style of a car should be particularly salient when the weather on the date of purchase is not only nice but nice relative to the weather in the days leading up to the purchase. For example, if the weather was very cool and cloudy in the week leading up to the purchase, then warm and sunny weather on the day of purchase makes the convertible feature particularly unusual relative to the reference good in the choice context. Projection bias, on the other hand, does not predict that convertible sales would be higher on a good weather day that follows a string of bad weather days than on a good weather day that follows a string of other good weather days.
This prediction was tested in Section IV.A when we provided results from a distributed lag model. 24 For convertibles, we found that conditional on the weather at the time of purchase, colder weather in the days leading up to the purchase did not lead to increased sales relative to warmer weather in the days leading up to the purchase. Although this finding goes against the prediction the salience model would make if the previous days' weather is what the choice context expectation is based on, it is also possible that buying a car a few days earlier is not in a consumers' choice context (or maybe it is only a small part of the overall choice context that consumers use, making this effect hard to identify).
A prediction that could differ between a model of projection bias and salience is as follows. When the weather is extremely cold (e.g., 25 F), it could be the case that increasing the temperature by a small amount (e.g., to 35 F) would have no impact on the current utility associated with owning and driving a convertible. Thus, a model of projection bias would not predict that a movement of temperature from 25 F to 35 F would have any impact on convertible sales. However, moving from 25 F to 35 F could change the salience placed on a convertible feature when making a car purchase even if current utility doesn't change. A model of salience could therefore result in a higher fraction of convertibles purchased as the temperature increased from 25 F to 35 F. Based on Figure I , we find that car sales are positively correlated with temperature even at very low temperature levels. This finding could be seen as evidence for salience rather than projection bias if one believes that differences in temperatures within the low range of temperatures will not affect the perceived utility of driving a convertible.
Overall, it is very difficult to distinguish between projection bias and salience in this domain; our primary results are consistent with either model.
VI. Conclusion
Many of the most important decisions that we make in life are those with long-term implications. Our ability to make these decisions well depends in part on our ability to forecast accurately our intertemporal utility. In this article, we have examined purchasing behavior in the car market and found evidence that consumers are affected by projection bias or salience, limiting their ability to make the decision that will maximize their long-term utility. We argue that our results imply that behavioral biases can have important implications for large-stakes markets and that these biases merit additional study and attention.
From a policy perspective, our results suggest that consumers would benefit from laws designed to help them better evaluate their decisions. For example, laws that allow consumers a ''cooling-off period'' for durable goods or goods for which consumers sign extended contracts may provide significant benefits to consumers (Lowenstein, O'Donoghue, and Rabin, 2003) . Such laws could also provide incentives for sellers to help buyers be in a ''cool'' state before an important transaction or contract is made.
25
The Federal Trade Commission has an explicit ''Cooling-Off Rule'' that applies to situations when ''[you] buy an item in your home 25. See Camerer et al. (2003) for an extended discussion about cooling-off periods and their potential applications in settings where people make suboptimal choices.
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or at a location that is not the seller's permanent place of business. '' 26 This rule was made specifically to deal with highpressure sale situations such as door-to-door sales. The Federal Trade Commission's Cooling-Off Rule does not apply to automobile sales even though there clearly can be high-pressure sale situations for this important durable good. Although our results suggest that some consumers might benefit from an opportunity to reverse a decision once they have cooled off, applying a coolingoff rule to vehicle purchases would provide other consumers an opportunity to game the system by ''buying'' a new convertible at the beginning of a holiday weekend and returning it after a few days, claiming to have had a change of heart.
Despite showing that intertemporal behavioral biases can impact an important consumer durable good market, there are many questions about the behavioral bias we have documented that are left unanswered and that future research may be able to address. For example, it is unclear how easy it is to ''de-bias'' consumers. It is possible that simply providing consumers with information about how intertemporal choices can be influenced by behavioral biases, or asking them to imagine how they will feel about their purchase in a different state of the world, could lead to improved decision making. Another extension of our research that would be particularly useful would be to study behavioral biases in intertemporal choice in various other important empirical contexts such as the decision of a couple to have a baby, whether to get married, which house to buy, or whether to accept a given job offer. Studying intertemporal choice bias in other important settings such as these may offer additional empirical tests that could shed light on the relative strength and importance of the underlying behavioral mechanisms, such as projection bias and salience, that have been hypothesized in the literature in these different choice contexts.
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